
KYLVER 
 
Kylver are a four piece instrumental progressive rock/metal band that have crafted their take 
on the progressive genre by mixing slow and heavy doom riffs, odd time signatures, 
atmospherics of post-rock and Hammond tones of the 70’s with a classic rock and metal sound. 
 
The plans for Kylver were first made in late 2013 with bassist James Bowmaker, guitarist Jonny 
Scott and organist Neil Elliott laying out the foundations of what would become their debut 
album in-between other projects. The line-up was complete in August 2014 when the final 
element, drummer Barry Mitcherson joined and fitted seamlessly into place.  
 
On the 21st of May 2015 Kylver released their debut album “The Mountain Ghost” - a fourty-
minute long concept album consisting of four tracks that follow the fictitious tale of a spirit who 
inflicts torment on the residents of a village that lies in the shadow of his mountainous home. 
 
Since it’s release “The Mountain Ghost” has received a healthy amount of praise from the 
music press both in the UK and abroad. It has had reviews from online publications including 
Echoes and Dust, Progressive Music Planet, The Sludgelord and Metal Shock Finland. The 
album’s opening track “The Mountain Has Ghosts” featured on the cover-mount CD on July’s 
issue of Prog Magazine (Prog 57) with a write up referring to it as “an immensely strong debut 
offering”. 
 
 

“The Mountain Ghost is a superb piece of mood-building. It has an instantly 
appealing and addictive quality, and is best experienced at ear-splitting volumes.” 
- Dave Cooper, Echoes and Dust. 

 
 
“What makes this such a fantastic debut album is Kylver's fearless approach to 
music. These guys show no fear as they blend different styles of music that will 
impress the heck out of you.” – Steve Howe, The Sludgelord.  
 
 
“An immensely strong debut offering, The Mountain Has Ghosts is an instrumental 
masterpiece. Deep bass lines run throughout, creating a simultaneous sense of 
unease and awe.” – Prog Magazine (Prog 57). 

 
 
Website: www.kylvermusic.com 
Email: info@kylvermusic.com 


